
The Redwood Stoa 

 

Minutes from 
October 18, 2020, Sunday 
Redwood Stoa Group Meeting 

Met using Zoom 
10:00AM–12:00PM 

Met online due to coronavirus restrictions 
 
Attendees: Simon, David, Darren, Larry 
This month’s theme: Living in Accordance with Nature 
 
Open discussion on: 

• Pre-discussion on Bhuddism, and incorporating different views into your own life 
• Dreaming about and concerning yourself with the future 

• Living a healthy life, transitioning to a new life after covid 
• Living consistently with Nature as a way to expand your perspective beyond yourself 

• Like following the rings of oikeiosis and experiencing new things 
• Yesterday was Stoicon 

• A talk by Sellars on “Living Consistently with Nature”: being rational, social, ecological, fatalistic 
• Interconnectedness of Stoic principles implies a good, coherent philosophy 

• Keeping an open mind about Stoicism in general 
• Questioning “broicism”, “$toicism”… 
• Reinterpretation and applying what you learn from the tenets to your own life 

• Stoicism in military context and using Stoicism as a tool in the armed forces and for people’s own ends 
• People’s modern relationships to species other than other Homo sapiens 

• Relationship to dogs 
• Seeing evolution at play in plants and identifying different species 
• Using the lessons of the natural world as an element of this theme 
• Phusis and Evolution 

• Applying “Living Consistently with Nature” to an educational framework 
• In modern times the school would be primarily teaching Stoicism, secondarily teaching Logic, 

Evolution, Psychology to support. 
 

• Potential changes to the Redwood Stoa format 
• Could stay the way things are 

§ Today we only had four people, which definitely worked 
§ Accommodating more people 
§ More people could lead naturally to twice monthly meetings  

• Defining a group goal or mission statement  
• Redefining themes? 

§ Modern Stoicism? Change & Evolution? What didn’t work in Stoicism — currently valid 
aspects and what has changed? 



The Redwood Stoa 

 

• Having a process of welcoming newcomers 
§ Bringing newcomers up to speed: introduction to the group and members 
§ Adding an education element to the group? 
§ Incorporating different perspectives? 
§ Sending out a post-meeting survey 

 
Stoic practice 

• Dave has been meditating. 
• Larry has been restricting his media intake. 
• Simon has been treating challenges as sent from the “Stoic Gods”. 

 
Reports and Announcements: 

• We will discuss group restructuring ideas at the next meeting. 
• The Stoic Fellowship — Globally Connected – Locally Engaged 

• http://www.stoicfellowship.com/ 
• Fremont Stoics 

• https://www.meetup.com/fremont-stoics/ 
 
Group goals achieved: 

• We met! Virtually, despite the Covid-19 restrictions. 
 
Next Month’s Meeting:  

• Next meeting will be in Virtual Space, on November 15th, 2020 
• Next month’s theme: Gratitude 

 
Join the Redwood Stoa!  Now you can become an official member of the Redwood Stoa by adding your name 
through the following web form:  https://redwoodstoa.wordpress.com/join-the-redwood-stoa/ 
It’s pleasant to do and will help the group effectively plan future events! 
 
redwoodstoa.wordpress.com meetup.com/the-Redwood-Stoa/ 
facebook.com/groups/redwoodstoa/ stoicfellowship.com 


